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We acknowledge and extend our appreciation for
the Dja Dja Wurrung people, the traditional owners
of the land that we live, work and gather upon.
We pay our respects to leaders and elder’s
past, present and emerging for they hold the
memories, the traditions, the culture and
the hopes of all Dja Dja Wurrung people.
We express our gratitude in the sharing of this
land, our sorrow for the personal, spiritual and
cultural costs of that sharing and our hope that
we may walk forward together in harmony and
in the spirit of healing.

Go Goldfields thanks those who have shared their
thoughts, reflections and insights within this
report, and for their participation and guidance
throughout the year.
We acknowledge the many valuable project partners
who we have collaborated with or supported over
the past year, and any associated community groups,
individuals, and project workers who are not directly
referenced within this review.

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS

24

We also thank the local people who have allowed
us to use their image within the publication.

GOVERNANCE
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WE THANK OUR FUNDING PARTNERS:

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Local child enjoys a Bush Kinder trip with the Goldfields Family Centre.
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OUR GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

“All great
initiatives
undergo periods
of refinement
and change.”
Noel Harvey
Chief Administrator
Central Goldfields
Shire Council

On behalf of the Go Goldfields Collaborative Table, I am pleased
to present the Go Goldfields 2019 Year in Review, providing
snapshots of our achievements and outcomes for the past year.
Go Goldfields is a place-based initiative addressing complex social
issues. The shared common agenda, and overall approach, is to
enable the collective aspirations of our community. We achieve this
by listening, connecting, supporting, and inspiring our many leaders.
It is integral that we check in to balance what we hear people are
saying that they need with what we are doing and planning to
do. We need to uphold our principals of alignment, coordinated
efforts, and innovation to create strategies that ensure that our
efforts are focused and remain relevant and impactful.
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WE BRING THE RIGHT PEOPLE
AROUND THE TABLE TO BUILD
AND SHARE POWER

WE AUTHENTICALLY ENGAGE AND
CO-DESIGN SOLUTIONS WITH THOSE
WHOSE LIVES ARE IMPACTED

WE ACHIEVE ACTION THROUGH
ALIGNMENT, COORDINATION,
AND RESOURCE COHESION

WE INVEST WHERE WE
SEE A BLOCK OR A PROJECT
ACTION IS NEEDED

WE LEARN AND INNOVATE TO
SOLVE A PROBLEM WHEN NEEDED

WE ADVOCATE BY USING OUR
COLLECTIVE VOICE TO INFLUENCE
POLICY DEVELOPMENT

WE BUILD CAPACITY AND
CAPABILITY TO INCREASE KNOWLEDGE,
SKILLS, AND CONFIDENCE TO
IMPLEMENT CHANGE

WE MEASURE IMPACT AND
USE DATA TO DRIVE THE CHANGE
THAT IS NEEDED

We work closely with our funders, both government and
philanthropic, to sustain long-term positive change. We continue
our funding agreements with Regional Development Victoria
and the Sabemo Foundation and we extend sincere thanks to
the ten20 Foundation as it officially winds down its operations
after a decade-long social-change strategy of which we were
privileged to be a part of.
Our Collaborative Table membership includes service providers,
government agencies, peak body groups, research and tertiary
organisations, community leaders, and businesses. These
members come from across the State and extend the influence
that we need to achieve our goals. We recognize and thank Sue
West as she steps away from the Table and looks forward to other
ways of working with her and the Centre for Community Child
Health, Murdoch Children’s Research Institute.

A MESSAGE FROM
OUR COLLABORATIVE
TABLE CHAIR

WE LEAD THROUGH ACTIONING
OUR BELIEF THAT WE CAN BRING
ABOUT CHANGE

We continue to bring an authentic community voice and
influence to the Collaborative Table, which is critical to the
success of Go Goldfields. We welcome new community member
Courtney Noonan and acknowledge and thank our outgoing
community member Rowena Butler.
I give thanks for the insightful and dedicated role of the
Go Goldfields Backbone Organisation who work alongside the
Collaborative Table, and each impact area network.
2019 was a year of review and refinement and we look forward
to the renewal that will unfold in 2020.
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We are innovating to
achieve our vision of
‘our community aspiring,
achieving and living
a full life’.
We believe that community
needs to work together, to
challenge and change any
system that impedes our
goal, to achieve social and
economic independence for
all citizens.
We encourage people to think
deeply, and differently, about
ways to improve the lives of
children, youth and families.

VISION
& BELIEFS

We challenge ourselves to be
dynamic, to continuously
collaborate, to maximize the
benefits of co-design, to be
accountable, and to ensure
long term sustainability in
our work.
Local children enjoy a Bush Kinder trip
with the Goldfields Family Centre.
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ELEVATING

“With careful
planning, committed
collaboration, and
the power of our
community we can
make Central Goldfields
Shire the best place
in Australia to
raise a family.”
Martin Collins
General Manager,
Community Wellbeing
Central Goldfields
Shire Council

A commitment to these priority areas is now embedded in the
community through the participation of community groups,
services, and local organisations including the Central Goldfields
Shire Council, which is reflective of community’s and Go
Goldfields’ maturity.
The review processes that we have initiated and participated in
during 2019 has led to a refinement of the strategic direction of
the work of the initiative going forward that we look forward to
developing through our engagement strategy in 2020.

INSPIRING

Our newest Table community representative, Courtney Noonan,
attended ChangeFest 2019 in Mt Druitt, Western Sydney.
The program of workshops, panel discussions, and mentoring
sessions provided a platform for leaders of social change
initiatives to gather, exchange stories, and learn. Topics of note
for Courtney covered, ‘Jargon Busting’, deep collaboration,
community lead change, and Pecha Kucha’s. Courtney’s
reflections included her observations; “Not ask what’s wrong,
ask what happened”, and to “Bring new people along for the
journey and watch the natural leaders step up.”

EMPOWERING

We are continuously improving measures for our collective
efforts and outcomes, establishing learning and measurement
systems that enable our collaborators to co-design activities that
contribute to the shared goals of Go Goldfields both now and into
the future.

It is essential to the partnership that local residents in the Shire
can step into leadership roles within the Collaborative Table and
our partnership network structures. Our community members
hold positions of influence, are valued and respected at all
levels. Their impact is tangible and effective. Participation in the
work offers opportunities for personal and professional growth,
skills enhancement, and knowledge sharing. All members of the
partnership benefit from an authentic engagement which shows in
the work.

Our strength lies in our ability to work across sectors, industries,
and community clusters. We elevate local expertise and build
capacity for sustainable structures and practices. Go Goldfields
is a partnership initiative with a commitment to place-based
solutions, and these solutions need to be anchored in authentic
co-design with community.
Community activation is core to the success of each proposed
solution strategy, and this annual report is a key tool to
communicate and celebrate the ongoing benefits of these
inspiring examples of achievement.

A MESSAGE FROM
OUR GENERAL
MANAGER

Go Goldfields continues to uphold
a community-strengthening approach.
Elevating local voices in the work is integral
and existing relationships are central to mobilising
around shared outcomes. By sharing decision-making,
influence, control, and accountability, attitudes of awareness
and empowerment are nurtured. The 100+ members of our
Partnerships and Governance groups are volunteers who commit
to an on-going journey of skills development, knowledge sharing,
action work, and advocacy. Local community members are a vital
and valued part of this mix.

The Go Goldfields partnership is working together to ensure the
right access and provision of services, along with the right support
is available for Central Goldfield’s children and their families.
The partnership has continued to engage the resources required
to coordinate programs across agencies, including State
Government, within the community towards achieving long term
economic and social benefits by focusing on priority areas.

AUTHENTIC
ENGAGEMENT

INVITING
As well as a comprehensive update to our website and the
creation of new information resources we also introduced our
first Mid-Year Report to Community, distributed to every home
in the Shire. Co-designed with a small group of locals it aimed
to start grassroots discussions in plain language. This new
check-in format gives a snap-shot update on how things are
shifting as we work together to achieve common aspirations.
A community Q&A was also held in central Maryborough and
was attended by new and long-time interested parties.
(top) Local young people involved in consultations. (2nd) ChangeFest Collective Impact presenters.
(3rd) Go Goldfields community representatives. (4th) 2019 Report to Community artwork.
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COMMUNITY
ACTIVATION

THESE PAGES HIGHLIGHT
SOME OF OUR MORE TANGIBLE
‘LINKED ACTIVITIES’ THAT
HAVE BEEN CO-DESIGNED
AND DELIVERED BY OUR
COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS.
Our Theory of Change allows us to
set priorities that we can then create
actions and activities around. These
events and forums play a significant
role in this undertaking. When we share
knowledge and learn together and a greater
understanding of complex issues can be
developed. We acknowledge and thank
the countless volunteers and participants
who make these community
activations possible.

Sandra Roennfeldt, Community Lawyer, Loddon Campaspe Community Legal Centre
and member of the Family Violence Partnership.

Local high school students, partnership collaborators and special guests celebrate the launch of the Pop-Up Youth Hub.

BUILDING LEGAL CAPACITY

POP-UP YOUTH HUB

EARLY YEARS’ EXPO

Law Week activities returned in May with a program of events that
make learning about the law easy. ARC Justice is partnered with
Goldfields Libraries to present community legal education talks at our
libraries on topics including; tenancy rights (Bendigo), elder rights
(Castlemaine) as well as wills and powers of attorney (Kyneton). The
Loddon Campaspe Community Legal Centre launched their VALiD’s
‘Steps to Speaking Up’ (free legal resource) at the Maryborough
Community Hub with a family-friendly afternoon of activities funded
through a grant from Victoria Law Foundation, Department of Justice
and supported by Go Goldfields and the Maryborough Rotary Club.

The Pop-up Youth Hub is a partnership initiative supported by
several key agencies operating across Central Goldfields offering
integrated mental health services and supports for our young people.
The organisations involved in establishing the Hub, which includes
Maryborough District Health Service (MDHS), Anglicare Victoria, Youth
Support and Advocacy Service (YSAS), and Central Goldfields Shire
Council are part of the Go Goldfields Youth Alliance. The Alliance aims
to improve outcomes for young people and families across the Shire
through stronger collaboration between our local community, services,
businesses, and decision-makers. Our collaborative leaders are actively
advocating for young people and recognise the priority for a permanent
Youth Hub with integrated social services in the Shire.

The Early Years Expo was held in
March and was once again highly
successful. Early Years services
delivered activities and shared
resources available to the community.
More than 100 children and their
families or educators attended from
the local area. The Expo is a children’s
fun day with a focus on learning and
development to help children reach
milestones and build pathways to
school readiness.

CHAMPIONS OF CHANGE

NAIDOC DAY CELEBRATION

This project, led by Maryborough Rotary Club, aims to move their
work from awareness-raising activities to prevention activities.
The project engages business and community leaders to support
the initiation of change within workplaces, sporting, and
community groups. The key objectives are to; Increase awareness
of gender equity for Business and Community Leaders; Provide
an avenue for workplace employees and sporting/community
group members to contribute to problem-solving activities;
Implement Gender Equity audits in participating workplaces;
Establish a ‘Community of Practice’ to support business leaders;
and Provide education programs that support business leaders
to increase their awareness and implement changes to improve
gender equity in the workplace. Stage 1- Learn (and reflect)
was delivered in 2019 with over 20 participants. While Stage 2 Listen & Learn engagement sessions in the workplace, and
Stage 3 - Lead through Action are set to be delivered in 2020.

The July NAIDOC DAY celebrations
in Maryborough were a massive
success which saw crowds of
over 300 people. To address this
year’s theme of Voice, Treaty, and
Truth, local children listened to a
book reading by ‘MURRANAYANG
DJANDAK’ (Our Living Country) read
by Natalya Garden-Thompson about
local animals which included the
language of the Dja Dja Wurrung.
After the story, the children used
paints and other art and craft items
to decorate pictures of Australian
animals drawn by local Castlemaine
artist, Trace Bella. The completed
art formed part of a Treaty Tree
a community art activity Natalya
and team facilitated for the
NAIDOC Celebrations 2019.
NAIDOC Celebration.

Baby Samson makes an ochre handprint on possum cloak.
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“MEC has a strong
belief in the
transformative
power of education.
Quality education
will lead to improved
social justice outcomes
for our community.”
David Sutton
Principal
Maryborough Education
Centre

The youth media team capture the launch of our 16 Days program.

YOUTH MEDIA TEAM
We commissioned the creation of a short Highlights Video of the 16 Days
of Activism program. This was both an exercise in raising awareness
around the project to encourage greater participation in 2020, and as
an opportunity to road-test our fledgling ‘Youth Media Team’ aimed at
extending the skills development of our Short Flix and DIgital Storytelling
participants. Footage was captured and edited by two local young
filmmakers Harry Cain and Loui Froia who were mentored and guided by
film-maker Leonie Van Eyk. Mentoring was spread across three weeks
and included; media scheduling, interviewing, filming, and editing, plus
the output of the actual Highlights video. Both participants testify that
they benefited greatly from the project and now both have ‘real world’
filmmaking experience, as well as film Credits that they can rely on in
their career trajectories. This initiative ensures that young people are
exposed to real-world conversations about the issues their community
face, how their community is working to address these, and how their
voice can become a part of that process.

Total population of
the Shire 12,995
(2016 Census)

In 2016 there were
49.4% male and
50.5% female or
6,420 males and
6,575 females
(Census 2016)

In the Financial Year
of 2017 – 2018, the
Shire recorded 115
birth notifications, and
33 first time mothers
(Maternal and Child
Health services
annual report)

Nearly 20% of
families in the Shire
are 1 parent families,
higher than the
Victorian proportion
of 15.53%
(2016 Census)

The population of
Aboriginal people has
increased by 31.9%
from 2011-2016
(2016 Census)

The 2016
Census showed:
703 5-9 year olds
& 724 10-14 year olds
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“MUCH OF THE CHANGE
THAT WE SEEK CAN
BE ACHIEVED BY
STRENGTHENING
SOCIAL CONNECTIONS
AND INCREASING
SOCIAL INVESTMENT.”
Ciel Lindley
Community Engagement
Coordinator, Go Goldfields

693 15-19 year olds
& 619 20-24 year olds
Goldfields Family Centre.
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ABORIGINAL AND
TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER
CHILDREN’S DAY
This annual free family and
community event was held in
August at the Maryborough
Community Hub. Cultural activities
including singing in Dja Dja
Wurrung language, community
weaving, clap sticks, Ochre
painting, and sharing of traditional
bush foods. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Island stories entertained
children and traditional Possum
Skin Cloaks were on display
yielding rich learning experiences
for all. Early Years Services across
the shire participate, providing an
important opportunity for services,
organisations and our children
to increase their understanding
of Aboriginal culture. Partners
included; Education & Training
Victoria, Anglicare Victoria,
Best Start, Connecting Country,
Vic Police, NDIS Intereach, Go
Goldfields, and Central Goldfields
Shire Council.

Kerri Douglas, Koori Engagement Support Officer, Department of Education and Training
Victoria and volunteer KJ, ATSI Children’s Day.

ZONTA CLUB OF CENTRAL GOLDFIELDS
HAS BEEN PROUD AND HONOURED
OF THEIR COLLABORATION WITH
GO GOLDFIELDS. THE 16 DAYS OF
ACTIVISM AGAINST GENDER-BASED
VIOLENCE, ‘R FOR RESPECT’ CAMPAIGN
FOR 2019 SHOWED THE IMPORTANCE OF
STAKEHOLDERS WORKING TOGETHER
TO HIGHLIGHT WOMEN’S ISSUES.
Jenny Hurse
President, ZCCG 2020-2022
12

Left: Local Zonta chapter ‘R’ for Respect 16 Days planting at the gardens.

Members of the Collaborative Table and the Family Violence Partnership discuss
data indicators.

COMMUNITY LEGAL AID AND JUSTICE SUPPORT
The Family Safety Justice and Accountability group led by the Loddon
Campaspe Community Legal Centre established the Maryborough
Community Legal Service (a free legal advice service) in Maryborough
to provide legal advice for people experiencing Family Violence, Family
Law or Child Protection legal problems. It also offers ‘Legal Health
Check’ sessions to organisations, to fully understand the services we
can offer. We held three towards the end of 2019 and will be in touch
with other organisations with offers. There is a strong sense that the
service is becoming more widely known and that this is enhanced by
being co-located at MDHS. The ‘Tipping The Scales’ program finishes
up at the end of March 2020, Clear Horizon has been engaged to
undertake a final evaluation in early 2020. The ‘Therapeutic Justice
Program’ (in collaboration with Maryborough District Health Service)
that places a Social Worker in the Court context and a Lawyer in the
hospital context to provide social supports to clients with complex
socio-legal needs will continue into 2020.

“Child protection,
to me, means
standing up and
intervening
to ensure the
fundamental
care and human
rights of our
community’s most
vulnerable people
are being respected
and enacted.
I believe that this is
the most basic and
important role
bestowed on police,
and I personally
find it incredibly
rewarding.”
Leading Sargent
Peter Bullock
Central Goldfields
Proactive Policing Unit
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ECONOMIC PATHWAYS
RADIO SERIES

Cherry helps with lantern making.

Rayleen B and Family Violence survivor ring the bell for victims lost to family violence
at our first 16 Days community vigil.

16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM
A 16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM
(AGAINST GENDER-BASED
VIOLENCE) PROGRAM WAS
DELIVERED ACROSS CENTRAL
GOLDFIELDS SHIRE IN 2019
WITH GREAT SUCCESS.

The 2019 program launched at the
Resource Centre, on 25th November
and included a welcome and
acknowledgments plus a moving and
poignant delivery of lived experience
stories from victim-survivors of family
violence. Activities including lantern
making, making of paper marigolds,
and a large community voices banner,
all led to important discussions.

Our program was collaboratively
designed for the first time by
local social change organisations,
services, community members, and
Council. The goal was to give voice
to those affected by family violence,
to raise the profile of the complex
issues, and to gather people
together to work together towards a
positive future.

Zonta launched their colourful
‘R for Respect’ flower garden in
Phillips Gardens. And a meaningful
quiet space for sharing was held
by Indigenous artist and cultural
consultant Georgia MacGuire, and
Yorta Yorta artist Donna Blackwell in
a women’s weaving and yarning circle
under the trees.

The program was facilitated and
coordinated by Go Goldfields (led by
our Family Violence Action Group)
and Central Goldfields Shire Council
(through the ‘Changing Our Story’
project). Events were attended by
over 600 people with participation
from families, young people, elders,
artists, business and community
leaders, and service providers who
all share a passion for change.
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Central Goldfields Shire Council staff
participated through the work of their
Changing Our Story project including
the facilitation of the ‘Chalking About
Respect’ initiative. Maryborough
Regional Library held two ‘Storytime
Sessions’ for little ones and their
carers with gender-neutral books and
activities. While the Central Goldfields
Gallery hosted a conversation with
three local female artists.
The 16-day program drew to a close
on the eve of Human Rights Day with
a Vigil held in the Domain with over

90 people in attendance, including
members of the local CFA, and
police force. Speakers included Lucy
Roffey (CEO Central Goldfields Shire
Council), Sr. Sergeant Paul Huggett
(Vic Police, Maryborough), Leigh
Williamson (President, Maryborough
Rotary), Bronwen Haywood (local
chapter Zonta President), Amanda
Conn (Survivor and Go Goldfields
Expert Reference Group) and local
musicians.

(left to right) Lily Cain, Shelby Steel, and Rose McNabb delivered moving words.

YOUNG WOMEN IN LETTERS
Go Goldfields invited local young women to write letters to their
future selves and read them at our 16 Days Community Vigil Event.
Year 11 student Shelby Steel wrote in her letter, “I was in year 8
when the Respectful Relationships program was in its trial year …
it has allowed me to realise that women are just as powerful as men
and have the same right to have a voice. It is such a great program for
this community as it targets young children and acts as an agent to
change generational years of inequality against women and children.”
We will be inviting more young women to do the same at significant
events in 2020.

Vigil attendees were left with words
from three outstanding local young
women; Shelby Steel, Rose McNabb,
and Lily Cain, delivering letters to
their future selves and the world
they would like to see for children to
come. The vigil was a respectful and
powerful occasion, a reminder to us
all that family violence and gender
equity continues to affect us all, and it
is only make change together.

We invited local community radio
station Goldfields FM Station Manager
Dan Leddin to conduct a series of
interviews with members of our
Employment, Education, Training
Action Group (EETAG). The EETAG
representatives discussed how
they continue to develop training
for job seekers tailored to achieve
the outcomes that they desire as
employers. Employment Service
providers are working closely together
to create opportunities for jobseeker
training and to ensure locally offered
courses remain available. Members
advocate for jobseekers facing
barriers to employment and building
the capacity of local businesses by
taking part in the consultation process
around the development of the Central
Goldfields Economic Development
Strategy. This was a great way for the
community to hear from some of our
pathway change-makers.

EETAG member Michael Hockley, Goldfields
LLEN and Dan from Goldfields FM.

THE NEST
Social connection opportunities
have been accommodated with
the creation of a drop-in space
known as ‘The Nest’ for families
and carers of babies in their
first year and their siblings. This
initiative is in response to findings
of a survey conducted during
August and September 2018,
completed by parents of children
less than 1 year of age across the
shire. The results of the survey
highlighted the importance of
new parent groups that facilitate
social connection. Parents made
this very clear, that it doesn’t just

Go Goldfields worked with local
collaborators included Anglicare
Victoria, Central Goldfields Shire
Council, Centre for Non-Violence,
Loddon Campaspe Community Legal
Centre, Maryborough Education
Centre, Maryborough Regional
Library, Maryborough and District
Gallery, Rotary Club of Maryborough,
Victoria Police, and Zonta.
Mothers group members gather to connect.

happen, that getting help to form
friendships with other parents
who have similar age children
is more important than being
provided with information. The
trial commenced in February 2019
at Maryborough District Health
Service, Wellness Centre.
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CAPACITY BUILDING

FORUM EXPERIENCES

Forums, seminars, and workshops are held throughout the year
as part of the capacity-building goals of all four impact areas.
The Family Safety Partnership is undertaking a Training Needs
Survey in 2020 that will inform the development of a community-wide training plan. This will assist us to better understand
how community services are engaged with, identify service
system gaps, and opportunities to improve service coordination
and linkages.

‘A great reminder of what our purpose as
workers is’
‘I was aware of all programs, but not to
this level of detail, or that they all come to
Maryborough’
‘Although not a direct service provider I get
lots of requests (for help) and disclosures – it
is good to know who, what and where (help is
available)’
‘I would love more hands-on creative
learning’
‘Every day I will be able to use the things I’ve
learned during this training’
‘It was fantastic to make connections with
community services and police, …and
worthwhile learning about the process from
report to court’
‘It was very beneficial to gain knowledge but
also to network’
‘Building and strengthening the partnerships
locally will strengthen the overall response
and achieve reductions/positive outcomes’
‘The crossover of expertise and conversation
was fantastic and I leave taking away several
points to which we can improve’

2019 FORUM SERIES
HEALING AND RECOVERY
WORKING WITH POLICE
FORUM - building capacity IN THE FAMILY VIOLENCE
to support women and
SYSTEM WORKSHOPS
The focus of these workshops
children affected by
delivered in October was to
family violence
provide an overview of the
The purpose of this forum held
in December was to educate
and inform practitioners about
services and supports for women
and children affected by family
violence by sharing current
thinking and practice about
effective healing and recovery
programs and strategies and
programs they run which have a
specific therapeutic approach.
The Centre for Non-Violence (CNV)
presented on ‘Narrative Practice
with a Therapeutic Approach’
and services available; Loddon
Campaspe Centre Against Sexual
Assault (LCCASA)– presented
on ‘Therapeutic Approach’ and
services available; the Bendigo
and District Aboriginal Coop
(BDAC) – presented on the
‘Healing Sistas Program’; Anglicare
Victoria presented on the ‘Our
House, Your House - Creative Arts
Therapy Program’, and; the MDHS
Counselling Team led the forum
in a Mindfulness Meditation and
shared about services available.
The majority of the 33 participants
where from entities located in
the Shire or are based in Bendigo
providing services to the Shire.
16

Police Code of Practice into
Investigation for family violence;
to Identify practical strategies
for working effectively with
the Police to support and
empower clients throughout
the intervention order process
and when breaches occur,
and; to Strengthen working
relationships and professional
understanding between police,
legal practitioners and support
workers. The workshops included
an introduction to the police
code, group activities and a
facilitated Q&A panel including
Detective Inspector for this
area, FV Community Liaison
Officer, a Senior Police Lawyer
for this area, and local police
members. The panel members
outlined their roles and the
best way in which we can utilise
their roles followed by case
study discussions of process,
improvements, and concerns.
Participants varied from 30-40
people per workshop and came
from a range of entities.

EARLY YEARS’ FORUM
The Early Years Forum provides
learning and networking
opportunities each term for the
early years’ sector representatives
in the Central Goldfields. In 2019
the workshops included; Speech
and Language: Early intervention
before school with MDHS Speech
Pathologists providing information
to support Phonological
Awareness; Go Goldfields
Collaborative Table /Community
Representatives providing
information about the Build
Your Village Here website and
where to find other information
for children and families; the
Curator and Education Officer
at Central Goldfields Art Gallery
providing information about the
12-month creative program in
collaboration with educators
from the Goldfields Family
Centre Kindergarten; Roles and
resources for the embedding
of aboriginal perspectives into
services with the Bendigo and
District Aboriginal Cooperative
(BDAC) and the Koorie Education
Support Officer (DET), and;
Workshops about preparations for
transitions from kindergarten to
school. Leadership is provided by
the Forum Committee members
Sherelle Mortlock (AG Leech
Kindergarten), Cat Forster
(Dunolly Kindergarten), Carolyn
Tynan / Anna Bucknall (Carisbrook
School), the Best Start Facilitator
and the Go Goldfields Early
Years Facilitator.

FORUM PARTICIPANTS
“Forums like this are a great way for information
to be shared and to facilitate service referrals,
access, and pathways. They also provide
an opportunity for questions and deeper
exploration about supports available to
community members in Central Goldfields.”
Margaret Augerinos CEO, Centre for Non-Violence
16 Days program, Women’s weaving and yearning circle.
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OUR VISION
IN ACTION

CHILDREN & FAMILIES

All children in our
LONG -TER

M DESI RED OUTC OME :
Children and fam
ilies actively engage
and participate in
playgroup, kinderga
MCH,
rten and primary
school.

In 2019 we created accessible
reference materials including
created a set of Vision in Action
charts that show the connections
between our aspirations and
our 12-month priorities in each
impact area. These priorities are
assigned long, medium, and short
term objectives. Our action groups
then initiate linked activities to
achieve these objectives. All of
this moves us closer to attaining
the common agendas that dive our
work and none of this is possible
without the collective efforts of
our collaborative partners.
By providing easy reference open
access resources such as these
charts on our website we are
ensuring that the many volunteers
and advocates have direct access
to up-to-date information at their
fingertips. This enables greater
opportunities for synchronicity
and alignment where possible
as well as strategic sharing at
conferences, forums, and other
social change networking events.

“Working with Go Goldfields gives me
the opportunity to make a difference
… I can model for my children
that they can get involved and take
action to make real change in our
community. I often tell my kids
we are going to a meeting to
‘make the world better for all
the kids’ and I love that they get
to see me in action working for
that change.”
Kim Skyring

COLLABORATIVE TABLE
COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE
AND CHAIR OF THE CHILDREN
AND FAMILIES PARTNERSHIP.

This bub gets an
important Age and
Stage check up with
Maternal Health.

community are con

fident, creative, saf
e and healthy.’

LONG -TER M DESI RED

All children experien OUTC OME :
ce a positive and
supportive family
environment.

12 MON TH PRIO

RITY :
Improved service
continuity and colla
boration.
Improved access,
information and
awareness of the
service system.
OBJECTIVE:

Services and educa
tion
providers have the
knowledge, skills
and
confidence to meet
the
individual needs of
all
children and famili
es.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Convene and streng
then
the Go Goldf ields
Children & Families
Partnership. Ampli
fying
the voices of childr
en
and families in Centr
al
Goldf ields.

OBJECTIVE:

Children’s services
are planned; impro
ved
alignment of value
s,
understanding, best
practice and proce
sses.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Increase attendance
of
children participatin
g
in kindergarten and
primary school, and
develop a tiered plan
for
intervention and trial.

OBJECTIVE:

12 MON TH PRIO RITY :

Parents are connecte

d to their commun

The right people are
at the
action and partnership
group tables.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Increase participatio
n
rates at 2 year key
age and stage visits
to
Maternal Child Healt
h
(MCH) - stakeholde
r
group to develop
communications
strategy
and key messaging,
and
implementation.

LONG -TER M DESI RED

OUTC OME :
All children engage
and participate in
community activities
.

OBJECTIVE:

Improved skills and
confidence for paren
ts
to parent.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Early Years Forum
knowledge sharin
g space
for early years educa
tors
and services

OBJECTIVE:

Parents and carers
are
linked to services
and
supports that they
need.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Co-design an appro
ach
to provide social
connection oppor
tunities
for all mothers durin
g
pregnancy and in
the
first year after birth.
Implement a trial
group
to test the approach;
being ‘The Nest’.

To achieve our aspiration for this area we set the
priorities of: Families and children have positive and
supportive family environments; Improved access to
and awareness of service systems, and; Families and
children attend community activities. And then we;
Advocated for increased attendance at kindergarten

12 MON TH PRIO

ity.

OBJECTIVE:

Parents and carers
understand the 6
ARACY
elements of child
wellbeing.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Data collection and
analysis, advocacy
for
evidence based appro
ach
to the work.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Implement Test, Try
and Learn cycles
from prevention and
awareness to early
intervention action
s.

RITY :
Community members
link families to the
services and supp
ort they need.
OBJECTIVE:

Parents understand
the
importance of childr
en
being connected
to
community.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Co-design, develop
and implement a
trial
for a tiered plan for
intervention.

OBJECTIVE:

Parents are conne
cted
to their community.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Loved & Safe Camp
aign
- Continuation of
the communications
campaign and ‘Build
Your
Village Here’ camp
aign.

OBJECTIVE:

Community memb
ers
advocate for the needs
of
children to be reflec
ted
in infrastructure and
activities.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Teddy Bears Picnic
delivery of the annua
l
community event
for
children and famili
es.

OBJECTIVE:

Increase community
understanding of
the needs
and rights of childr
en.

LINKED ACTIVITY:

Actively involve childr
en
in consultations and
magnify their voices
across the work (eg
16
Days of Activism).

and primary school; Advocated for increased
2-year key age and stage visits to Maternal Child
Health; co-designed and supported the Early Years
Forum, Cultural Children’s Day events ‘The Nest’
Parents Group; maintained the ‘Build Your Village
Here’ Parents Directory website.

YOUTH

ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION FAMILY SAFETY

To achieve our aspiration for
this area we set the priorities of;
Young people feel healthy, safe,
valued, equal, connected and
able to express their aspirations;
Young people have their wellbeing
needs met, and; Young people
are valued community members,
who are respected and respect
others. And then we; Elevated the
voices of young people; Advocated
to increase opportunities for
leadership; launched the trial PopUp Youth Hub for Youth Services,
and; Explored an outcomes-based
funding model to address the high
vulnerability of 15-24 year-olds
with complex needs.

To achieve our aspiration for this
area we set the priorities of; Work
readiness programs are aligned
with employer needs; Employers
understand diverse needs, and
barriers to employment, and;
Improved opportunities for
volunteering and work placements
that reflect the current and future
needs of business and industry.
And then we; Advocated for
increased mentoring and support
for job seekers; Built employer
understanding of employees with
diverse needs; began co-design of
a Volunteer and Careers Expo, and;
Worked with large employers to
expand internship and mentoring.

To achieve our aspiration for
this area we set the priorities
of; Community is safe and free
from violence; Community is
actively leading change; Women
are engaged in leadership and
public life; Women are treated
equally and are safe and valued,
and; Family violence support
services are visible, accessible,
and responsive. And then we;
Developed a Gender Equity
Framework; Co-designed and
supported Family Violence Forums
and 16 Days of Activism campaign,
and; Collaborated on the Changing
Our Story and Champions of
Change projects.
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SUSTAINABILITY
PLANNING

Members of the Collaborative Table and Partnership groups discuss data indicators.

OUR DATA JOURNEY

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT

Our Go Goldfields data
journey started years ago and
has been revised, refreshed,
and made more visible in 2019
through our concerted efforts
to establish publicly visible data
dashboards. Each of the impact
area partnerships has revised
their theories of change and
have identified indicators to
measure progress towards
improved outcomes.

In June 2019 the Backbone
Team began work with specialists
consultants Clear Horizon to
review our current indicators
and develop the Go Goldfields
Data Pack 2020 to demonstrate
measurement of impact and data
for strategic learning.

The process of developing
community-driven indicators for
the data dashboards has been a
process of building knowledge and
understanding about collective
efforts to achieve our shared
goals. These indicators provide
the mechanism for monitoring
progress, learning, and making
adaptations towards achieving
short, medium, and long-term
goals. While our short and mediumterm goals shift with environmental
forces, our long term indicators
have remained mainly unchanged
since first established.

CAPACITY
BUILDING

A series of workshops were
conducted across July to
October 2019, involving our
partnership groups plus
further representatives from
the community to decide on
the best ways to measure
impact and monitor progress.
These workshops provided the
opportunity for us all to better
understand the enablers and
barriers affecting our ability
to achieve intended outcomes,
and where appropriate data can
be sourced to address this. We
agreed that local data needs
to be sourced locally where
there are gaps and that this
data is needed to fulfill various
purposes across the initiative
from monitoring and evaluation
activities to strategic learning.

This process has instigated
capacity building in local
organisations and the development
of shared systems and tools for
data collection. Establishing
learning and measurement
systems that enable our
collaborators to design activities
that contribute to the shared goals
of each of the impact areas is seen
as essential to achieving our long
term aspirational goal.
We thank all involved in this
journey and applaud the newly
developed and renewed Data
Partners and Champions within
our community including
Central Goldfields Shire
Council; Wellbeing, Community
Partnerships, and Economic
Development Directorates, also
The Committee of Maryborough,
Maryborough Education Centre,
The Kindergarten Cluster for their
commitment to this undertaking.

“Communities
need to have
relevant and
timely data
at hand to
see where they
should, and how
they can create
change.”
Jen Riley
CIO, Clear Horizon

DEVELOPMENTAL VULNERABILITY FOR CHILDREN

CHILDREN LIVING WITH FAMILY STRESS

Outcome: All children experience a positive,
supportive family environment.

Outcome: All children experience a positive,
supportive family environment.

22% Victorian average

8.3% Victorian average

33% reported as being vulnerable

12.1% living with family stress

Indicator: % of children developmentally vulnerable
in one or more AEDC domains.

Indicator: % of children with high levels of
family stress.

Headline Stat: 33% of children reported as being
vulnerable (2018) in comparison to the Victorian
average of 22%.

Headline Stat: 12.1% of children were living with
family stress (2018) compared to the Victorian
average of 8.3%.

Source: Australian Early Development Census (AEDC)
from the Australian Department of Education.

Source: School Entrant Health Questionnaire (SEHQ) from the
Victorian Department of Education and Training.

Note: The AEDC is a nationwide data set collected to measure
early childhood development at the time children commence their
first year of primary school. The AEDC collects data relating to
five key domains being; Physical Health and Wellbeing, Social
Competence, Emotional Maturity, Language and Cognitive Skills
and Communication Skills and General Knowledge. The data for
this indicator is collected via teacher observation.

Note: This indicator is measuring the proportion of children at
school entry whose parents report high levels of family stress in
the past month. The SEHQ is an integral part of the Primary School
Nursing Program and also provides valuable information about
outcomes for children at State and local levels. It is completed by
the child’s parent or carer and therefore the data reflects parental
responses and concerns. It does not report medical diagnoses or
the opinions of health professionals.

FEELING HEARD

EXPOSURE TO FAMILY VIOLENCE

YOUTH IN EMPLOYMENT

Outcome: All young people are
valued community members who
are respected and respect others.

Outcome: Family violence
offenders are held to account by
police, courts, and community.

Outcome: Everyone has a future
story with a clear pathway.

4% ‘DEFINITELY’
PAY ATTENTION
35% ‘MOSTLY’
PAY ATTENTION

Indicator: Central Goldfield Youth
% of young people who feel that
adults pay attention to what
young people have to say about
the Goldfields Shire.
Headline Stat: In 2016, 4% of
12-25 year olds in the Central
Goldfields Shire felt that adults
‘definitely’ pay attention, and 35%
report they ‘mostly’ pay attention
to what young people have to say.
Source: Advisory Council Survey 2016.
Note: Approximately 400 young people
aged 12-25 years were asked to participate
in an anonymous survey to assist the
Central Goldfields Youth Advisory Council
review participation and engagement of
this cohort in the community. While this
data was collected in 2016 via the Youth
Advisory Council, a partnership has been
established between Go Goldfields and the
Central Goldfields Shire Council to collect
this data via a newly developed Youth
Survey, the survey will be implemented in
2020 – 2021.

32% JAN-JUN ‘19
43% JUL-DEC ‘19

Indicator: Proportion of family
violence incidents where children
are present.
Headline Stat: In Jan-June 2019,
32% of reported family violence
incidents had a child present,
which jumped to 43% in July-Dec
2019
Source: Victoria Police, Maryborough.
Note: This data is formulated from L17
forms. An L17 form refers to the Victoria
Police Risk Assessment and Management
Report that Victoria Police are required to
complete after they have attended a family
incident. The report is completed when
family incidents, interfamilial-related
sexual offenses, and child abuse are
reported to police. When one or more child
(of 0-18 years of age) is identified as being
present at the time of the incident, a ‘Child
present flag’ is recorded on the L17 form.
This data does not capture the proportion
of children that are present at family
violence incidents that are not reported
to police.

39% 15-19 YEAR OLDS
44% VICTORIAN AVERAGE
59% 20-24 YEAR OLDS
54% VICTORIAN AVERAGE

Indicator: % of 15 - 24 year-olds
in employment.
Headline Stat: In 2016, 39% of
15-19 year olds, and 59% of 20-24
year olds in the Central Goldfields
Shire were employed in the
labour force. This is comparable
to the Victorian average +/- 5%
respectively.
Source: Census of Population and Housing,
General Community Profiles table G43
Labour Force Status by Age by Sex.
Note: The Census in Australia, officially
named the Census of Population and
Housing, collects key characteristic data
on every person in Australia, and the
place they are staying in, on a particular
night. The Census is the largest statistical
collection compiled by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics and is held every
five years. This indicator is looking at the
proportion of 15 - 24 year-olds who are
participating in the labour force through
either part-time or full-time work.
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OUR APPROACH IS INFLUENCED BY
FRAMEWORKS AND PHILOSOPHIES

that remind and enable us to work with and for
community. These include; Collective Impact, the
IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum for increasing
levels of public impact, the Harwood Institute’s
‘Community Rhythms’, Gender Equity, and a Primary
Prevention lens.
Successful Collective Impact initiatives embrace five
conditions that together produce true alignment
and lead to powerful results: a common agenda,
shared measurement systems, mutually reinforcing
activities, continuous communication, and backbone
support organisation. These five conditions move
through life stages as a site matures.
By creating the elements that characterise collective
impact including collective efficacy, long term
population change can be achieved. In 2010 a group
Leadership
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OUR THEORY OF CHANGE

er 2011

We have shar
ed

Inspired by a deep commitment to making a real
difference in the lives of our community, they formed
the Go Goldfields Alliance to find a new way of
working together. In 2014 Go Goldfields made a bold
decision to adopt a Collective Impact approach to
drive largescale social change in the community, with
Central Goldfields Shire Council agreeing to provide
the significant role of a Backbone Organisation.
Since then community members have been coming
together with leaders from services and government
agencies to address local, complex social issues
that have previously proven difficult to fix.
Our collective impact journey is one of
learning and striving.

style

MANAGEMENT
Kania & Kram

of local service leaders, having worked for many years
trying to improve outcomes for children, young people,
and families in Central Goldfields Shire, met to discuss
how they might do things differently. At that time the
shire was the most disadvantaged in the state and the
old ways of thinking and doing were not working.
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We have developed our framework
for long term change from a
robust collaborative co-design
process, including identification
of high leverage and equityfocused strategies which we
believe will achieve our desired
outcomes. We are creating
the conditions for change through
developing a shared awareness
and understanding of local issues,
strengthening partnerships,
involving the community in
decision making, increasing
services collaboration, and
responsive advocacy
and investment.

Bringing authentic community
voice and influence to the table is
critical to the success of our work.
This means building relationships
based upon trust and tapping into
grassroots community networks
in ways that benefit the community.
Having the service leaders and
government decision-makers at
the table – who are in the position
to challenge and change existing
systems – is also critical so that
new thinking and practice can
be embedded where it
can do ‘the most good’.

Four Impact Areas have been
determined by the community
through extensive consultations
and are underpinned by priority
needs. A partnership group is
attached to each Impact Area.
These groups work with the
primary Theory of Change model
to create embedded Theory of
Change models and set priorities
from these.

VITIES

CONTAINERS FOR CH

ANGE

Members of the Youth Alliance set priorities for the work.
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“AT ANGLICARE,
WE WORK
COLLABORATIVELY
WITH OTHER
SERVICES IN THE
REGION TO CREATE
OPPORTUNITIES
AND TRANSFORM
FUTURES. EVERYTHING
WE DO IS TO
PREVENT, PROTECT,
AND EMPOWER
VICTORIAN CHILDREN,
YOUNG PEOPLE,
AND FAMILIES.”
Cate McCartney
Family Support Worker,
Anglicare Victoria

COLLABORATIVE
PARTNERSHIPS
8

More than 100 community OUR COLLABORATIVE TABLE
The Go Goldfields Collaborative
and industry experts
Table brings together leaders
across 5 groups, representing from all parts of the community
govern, lead and hold the work.
the voices of thousands, toMembers
are drawn from across
the
municipality,
and the State.
collaborate through the These include; community
and
Go Goldfields initiative. business leaders, service leaders,
We bring people and organisations
together to deliver lasting and
meaningful achievements for
our community.
We facilitate long-term social
change with a focus on creating
the best possible environments
for 0-25 year-olds by encouraging
services and community groups
to work towards the same
community-driven desired
aspirations.
Go Goldfields is defined by its
partnerships and collaboration.
The structures that we have
in place provide a sustainable
environment for continuing to
strengthen collaborative efforts.
We value our genuine relationships
with funding partners who actively
engage in the work, our Impact
Area groups, expert reference
groups, and our Collaborative
Table, all uniting to facilitate
social change.
Our 4 Impact Area groups meet
regularly to advance the agendas
in each work area, being; Children
and Families, Youth, Economic
Participation and Family Safety.

government representatives,
relevant peak body and research
institution representatives.

Table members advocate for
change within their organisations
and circles of influence. They ask
the community and colleagues for
their ideas and opinions and bring
that feedback to the Table. They
use their insights and passion to
inform the work of Go Goldfields
and drive positive change where it
is most needed, and desired. Table
members model the collaborative
behaviour, can-do attitude and the
passion asked of all the members
of Go Goldfields and more
broadly of the Central
Goldfields community.

Members of the Collaborative Table and Backbone Organisation.

ten20 partnership
ten20 have been a catalytic philanthropic funder and partner
in the Go Goldfields initiative over the past 5 years, investing in
data management and capacity building for collective impact
of the backbone organization and Go Goldfields community. In
August 2019 ten20 wound down its operations as part of its tenyear strategy as a sunset foundation. Having walked alongside
6 community-led collectives in Australia for over 8 years, all
addressing childhood vulnerability. ten20 has been instrumental
in developing national infrastructure, knowledge codification,
and capacity building to link up promising new practices in this
emergent field. Go Goldfields has been privileged to have been a
part of this significant journey. We acknowledge the leadership
and guidance provided by Seri Rankin (Managing Director) and
Caroline Chernov (Executive Director) over this time.

regional literacy strategy
Current Collaborative
Table representation;
Central Goldfields Shire Council
Executives and Managers,
Anglicare Victoria, Centre for
Non-Violence (CNV), Committee
for Maryborough, Department
of Education and Training
(DET), Department of Justice,
Maryborough District Health
Service (MDHS), Maryborough
Education Centre (MEC), Regional
Development Victoria, SABEMO
Foundation, Victoria Police
and Victorian Council of Social
Service (VCOSS) and community
leaders; Caroline Thoroughgood,
Kim Skyring, and Maree Elliott.
We further recognise outgoing
members Rowena Butler and
Sue West and we thank them for
their contributions.

Building on the literacy-focused consultations conducted by Go
Goldfields in 2018, we assisted the Loddon Campaspe Regional
Partnership to conduct further consultations in 2019. These were
undertaken with local parents and service providers to inform
the development of the Loddon Campaspe Early Childhood
Language and Literacy Strategy. This strategy commits the region
to a shared action so that ‘All children in Loddon Campaspe
are equipped with language and literacy skills to improve their
lifetime wellbeing and prosperity.’ Key activities have been
identified in this strategy and guide the advocacy for further
resources to support local actions.

“Our investment
approach came
from the legacy
of the 125-yearold non-profit,
GordonCare, who’s
board dared greatly;
reinventing
itself to invest in
learning about
how communities
are best equipped
to drive systemic
change for all
children to thrive.”
Seri Rankin
Managing Director,
Ten20

Members of the Collaborative Table & Partnership groups discuss priorities.
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“We are very
thankful for
the opportunity
to work with
Go Goldfields...
because this group is already
working collectively to create
change within their community
for children and families…. We hope
that the information that we can
provide is complementary to the
work that began years ago.”

Dr. Carly Molloy
Senior Research Officer
and Project Manager,
Murdoch Children’s
Research Institute

WORKING TOGETHER TO ‘RE-STACK THE ODDS’
Our Children and Families Partnership has assisted the Centre
for Community Child Health, Murdoch Children’s Research
Institute (MCRI) with data collection across five early childhood
areas including; Antenatal, Enhanced maternal and child health,
Early childhood education and care, Parenting programs, and
the Early years of primary school.
This work is part of the nation-wide ‘Restacking the Odds’
initiative aimed at improving outcomes for disadvantaged
children in Australia by reducing developmental inequities to
enable them to reach their potential. Central Goldfields Shire is
one of ten sites across Australia participating in the work.
The findings of the study will provide local evidence and baseline data to the partnership highlighting priority areas for our
work. Participation in this initiative will assist us to strengthen
our strategies to improve outcomes for children and families in
the Shire.
Our community is highly valued because of the level of trust
between our collaborators and the Institute, our dedicated
engagement with data and evidence-driven work, and on-going
capacity building of our agents of change.
Lead researcher Dr. Carly Molloy visited Maryborough in April
with members of her Research Team to deliver a presentation
about ‘Restacking the Odds.’ A further Participation Study was
also conducted in our Shire as a complementary study to the core
‘Restacking the Odds’ study.
More than 15 local representatives from antenatal, maternal
and child health, child care, kindergartens, and schools were
in attendance and provided valuable input on areas including –
parent support, home nurse visits, early childhood education,
and care, and school-based early intervention.
We continue to work together to take steps to address the
primary issues and to establish an actionable, evidence-based
benchmark framework so that that together we can improve
outcomes for our most vulnerable children.
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Dr. Carly Molloy and her Research Team visit from Murdoch Children’s Research Institute.

As I reflect on the past year, we have seen many shifts in the
evolution of this initiative including changing memberships of
our Partnership groups and Backbone Organisation. We have
also celebrated significant achievements in our collaborative
practices and dedicated ourselves to a review process that yields
refinement.
We welcomed Martin Collins, our new General Manager for
the Backbone Organisation under the Council’s Community
Wellbeing directorate. Our Early Years Facilitator Sharyn Huggett
moved on to continue her work with families in other areas of the
Shire leaving a rigorous foundation of evidence-led work through
our partnership with Best Start. Our Economic Participation
work has been progressed by two skilled short-term Facilitators,
Claire McLeod and Jessica Lawrence. And we welcomed a
new Community Engagement Coordinator, Ciel Lindley who is
renewing our shared resources, partnership messaging, and
engagement approach with the community.
We have engaged broadly in the work with the partnership
groups to review the Theories of Change, modifying and
recommitting to the long term aspirations as established by the
extensive consultations conducted as a part of the earlier HATCH
community engagement processes some years back.

“Go Goldfields
is empowering
communities
to solve problems
through
collaboration
and co-design.”
Sandra Hamilton
Backbone Organisation
Manager

Extensive engagement with our partnership group members plus
local experts began in July and will continue into 2020 to develop
and release four renewed Data Dashboards with information that
helps to explain how and why we set our indicators. This in-depth
and readily available information will ensure that we are building
a greater understanding of evidence-driven work that will, in
turn, build opportunities for local activation and investment in
social change at many levels.
It is affirming that we have been on the right track in honouring
the voices of many in the community to be working together
towards achieving our shared aspirations.

A MESSAGE FROM OUR
BACKBONE MANAGER

GOVERNANCE

COLLABORATIVE TABLE
Governance and Vision: Overall strategy.
Holding the work against our community
aspirations. Includes service providers,
government agencies, peak body groups,
research and tertiary organisations, community
leaders, and businesses.

IMPACT AREA PARTNERSHIPS
Implementation: Continual process of planning
and doing, grounded in evidence. Creative
problem-solving. These groups focus on project
implementation in the priority areas.

REGIONAL LEADERS AND DIRECTORS
Advocacy: Support alignment of the work across
government departments and regional services.

REFERENCE GROUPS
Expertise: Grassroots and specialist feedback
on community priorities. These are other
catalytic change groups made up of community
members and experts, which provide input to the
decision making on specific areas of interest.

BACKBONE ORGANISATION
Facilitation: The Backbone services the entire
initiative, mobilising diverse groups, and crosssectoral leadership. Integrating evaluation for
reflection and learning.

OUR
COLLABORATORS
Local children enjoy a Bush Kinder trip with the
Goldfields Family Centre.
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Central Goldfields Shire Council is proud to act as
the Backbone Organisation for Go Goldfields.
Phone 03 5461 0686 | www.gogoldfields.org

Front Cover: Local child enjoys a Bush Kinder trip with the Goldfields Family Centre.

